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Perovskite (LaXO3 )2 /(LaAlO3 )4 (111) superlattices with X spanning the entire 3d transition-metal series
combine the strongly correlated, multiorbital nature of electrons in transition-metal oxides with a honeycomb
lattice as a key feature. Based on density functional theory calculations including strong interaction effects, we
establish trends in the evolution of electronic states as a function of several control parameters: band filling,
interaction strength, spin-orbit coupling (SOC), and lattice instabilities. Competition between local pseudocubic
and global trigonal symmetry as well as the additional flexibility provided by the magnetic and spin degrees of
freedom of 3d ions lead to a broad array of distinctive broken-symmetry ground states not accessible for the
(001)-growth direction, offering a platform to design two-dimensional electronic functionalities. Constraining
the symmetry between the two triangular sublattices causes X = Mn, Co, and Ti to emerge as Chern insulators
driven by SOC. For X = Mn we illustrate how interaction strength and lattice distortions can tune these systems
between a Dirac semimetal, a Chern and a trivial Mott insulator.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.165145

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery and investigation of new phases of matter is a
major focus of condensed-matter physics. Low dimensionality
enhances unconventional behavior, and multiorbital active
sites introduce additional degrees of freedom, resulting in
more complex behavior than can be captured with simple
models. Synthesis and characterization of atomically abrupt
transition-metal oxide (TMO) heterostructures provides such
a platform, and several unanticipated functionalities have
been discovered, some having the potential to enhance next
generation electronics and spintronics devices by controlling
charge, spin, orbital, and lattice degrees of freedom at the
nanoscale [1,2].
Topological aspects introduce a new dimension in the
search for novel phases. In contrast to the much studied
perovskites with (001) growth direction, in the (111) orientation, two triangular BO6 sublattices of the perovskite ABO3
structure form a buckled honeycomb lattice, topologically
equivalent to graphene. The honeycomb lattice itself introduces exotic possibilities: Haldane obtained a quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) state without an explicit external magnetic
field [3]. The model was extended by Wright to a buckled
honeycomb lattice [4]. Inclusion of spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
[5] and strong interactions [6] provided additional evidence of
the robustness of topological states. The lattice models used
above are, however, challenging to realize in real materials,
and viable Chern insulators remain a much sought goal.
Compared to graphene and common topological insulators
(TIs), TMOs possess not only larger band gaps, but offer an
abundant palette of phases due to several distinctive features:
correlated electron behavior causing spin, charge, and orbital
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instabilities and multiorbital configurations combined with
SOC.
The idea of constructing a (111) bilayer from perovskite
TMO was introduced by Xiao et al. for 4d and 5d systems,
pointing to possibilities for “interface engineering of QAH
effects.” [7]. Building on this foundation, tight-binding models
for (LaNiO3 )2 /LaAlO3 demonstrated topological insulating
phases can arise from ordering of a complex combination of
eg orbitals [8,9].
Complementary to tight-binding models, material-specific
density functional theory (DFT) can contribute to fundamental
understanding as well as guide the search for actual materials
realizations. Besides examples for 5d systems [10], DFT
studies including strong local interaction effects have recently
predicted a Dirac-point Fermi surface for SrTiO3 (111) [11] and
LaNiO3 (111) bilayers [8,9,12,13], quantum confined within
LaAlO3 (LAO). In these cases the Dirac point is “protected”
by symmetry; sublattice symmetry breaking leads to a gap
opening due to charge, spin, or orbitally ordered states
[11,13].
To survey the entire band-filling phase diagram and
elucidate the underlying design principles of functionalities,
we have explored systematically the electronic phases in
(111)-oriented (LaXO3 )2 /(LaAlO3 )4 superlattices, where X
spans the range of trivalent 3d ions Ti–Cu. Despite the fact that
these systems have nonpolar interfaces we find that unexpected
phases including QAH regimes proliferate.
Chern insulators have so far been sought mainly in
magnetically doped TIs [14] or by combining trivial magnetic
insulators with a material with large SOC, either in double
perovskites [15] or rock-salt compounds [16,17]. Of the
systems we study, three display simultaneous time-reversal
symmetry breaking and SOC-driven gap opening. These
examples of Chern insulator regimes in a solely 3d system
exhibit substantial gap sizes larger than 100 meV.
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FIG. 1. Electronic ground [(a), (b), (d)] and selected metastable states [(c), (e)–(g)] in (LaXO3 )2 /(LaAlO3 )4 (111) for t2g systems X = Ti,
V, Cr. The majority (minority) bands are shown in blue (orange), for the isosurfaces of the spin density majority (minority) are in blue (red). In
cases (a), (e)–(g), the integration range is from EF -1 eV to EF to emphasize the orbital polarization. Energies of metastable states are provided
in red.
II. CALCULATIONAL METHODS

DFT calculations were performed on (111)-oriented
(LaXO3 )2 /(LaAlO3 )4 superlattices with X = 3d ion, using the
all-electron full-potential linearized augmented-plane-wave
method, as implemented in the WIEN2K code [18]. For
the exchange-correlation functional we used the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) [19]. Static local electronic
correlations were included in the GGA+U approach [20]
with U = 5 eV, J = 0.7 eV (for all X = Ti–Cu 3d), and
U = 8 eV (La 4f ), but the ground states are robust with
respect to variation of U in a reasonable range of values.
Additional calculations with the modified Becke-Johnson [21]
potential support the obtained electronic behavior. The lateral
lattice constant is fixed to aLAO = 3.79 Å, corresponding
to superlattices grown on a LAO(111) substrate, unless
otherwise stated, while the out-of-plane lattice parameter c was
optimized. Octahedral tilts and distortions were fully taken into
account when relaxing atomic positions. SOC was included in
several cases using the second-variational method.
III. GROUND AND METASTABLE STATES
A. t2g systems

A central aspect of the (LaXO3 )2 /(LaAlO3 )4 (111) honeycomb bilayers is their strong deviation from their bulk
analogs. Certain recurring features tied to the t2g and eg

distinction can be identified, thus we discuss them separately.
For the t2g subshell the dominating feature is a competition
between local pseudocubic symmetry and the underlying
threefold+inversion symmetry (“P321”) of the ideal bilayer:
The (111) bilayering reduces the octahedral symmetry to
trigonal and splits the t2g orbital triplet into a1g + eg . Breaking
this symmetry allows occupation of the cubic dxy , dyz , or dxz
orbitals.
X = Ti3+ 3d 1 . The above scenario arises most vividly for
the LaTiO3 bilayer, which displays the richest behavior among
the t2g systems. In contrast to bulk LaTiO3 which is a distorted (P bnm) antiferromagnetic,
√ G-type antiferromagnetic
(AFM) Mott insulator with 1/ 3(dxy + dyz + dzx ) orbital
order [22,23], the ground state at the lateral lattice constant
of LaAlO3 (aLAO ) [Fig. 1(a)] is a ferromagnetic (FM) Mott
insulator. An unusual staggered dxz , dyz orbital ordering results
in a very narrow (0.2 eV bandwidth) lower Hubbard band. This
extremely localized character persists also for the AFM state
[Fig. 1(e)] which shows the same orbital polarization and is
only 4 meV/u.c. higher in energy, suggesting a weak exchange
coupling of ∼1 meV.
An eg orbital polarization is achieved by constraining to
P321 space group with symmetry-equivalent Ti ions. The
degeneracy prevents the opening of a Mott insulating gap
and presents a special case of strong correlation effects being
rendered ineffectual by an imposed symmetry. Despite its high
energy cost of 0.4 eV/Ti, this state is noteworthy due to the
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for eg systems X = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu. A common feature is a set of four bands: two nearly flat and two
crossing at K and K . Despite the formally different band filling in X = Mn, Co, Ni the Dirac points are pinned at the Fermi level within P321
symmetry (a)–(c), while symmetry breaking results in a gap opening (d)–(g). Further metastable phases are shown in (i)–(l).

unusual direction reversal of bands in the vicinity of K and K
[Fig. 1(f)]. This intertwining of bands suggests a topological
character and will be discussed in Sec. IV.
Ti orbital polarization is highly susceptible to strain tuning:
applying tensile strain by imposing the lateral lattice constant
of SrTiO3 tips the pseudocubic/trigonal symmetry balance and
stabilizes occupation of the a1g orbital [Fig. 1(g)]. The band
structure just below the gap is comprised of two filled bands
with Dirac crossings at K and K , similar to the LAO/STO(111)
case, [13] where the 3d 0.5 band filling fixes the Dirac points at
EF instead.
X = V3+ 3d 2 . In the LaVO3 bilayer, trigonal symmetry
splitting dominates over the pseudocubic crystal field: The
AFM ground state, displayed in Fig. 1(b), is gapped due to occupation of the majority eg doublet. This is insensitive to strain
and at variance with the bulk G-type dxz , dyz orbital ordering
(dxy is occupied on all sites) [23,24]. The FM state [Fig. 1(c)]

with the same orbital polarization is 73 meV/u.c. higher in
energy. The set of four bands, topologically similar to those of
the metastable 2LaTiO3 case [(Fig. 1(f)], is here entirely filled.
X = Cr3+ 3d 3 . The LaCrO3 bilayer is electronically trivial:
3
a half-filled t2g band (t2g,↑
, S = 32 ), thus no orbital degrees of
freedom results in an antiferromagnetic insulating ground state
[Fig. 1(d)].
B. e g systems

Now we turn to the eg systems. Consistent with the tightbinding model of Xiao et al. [7] a distinctive set of four bands
emerges for a FM open eg subshell: nearly flat bottom and
top bands interconnected by two dispersive bands, providing
a Dirac point crossing at the K and K points and quadratic
contact with the flat bands at the  point [cf. Figs. 2(a)–2(c),
2(h), and 2(l)]. A key finding is that a pinning of the Dirac point
at EF is not solely determined by band filling, but also by an
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interplay of orbital and spin degrees of freedom, as proven
for the cases of X = Mn, Co, and Ni. Equivalence of the two
sublattices is found to be broken in all eg system ground states
where the Dirac point is initially at the Fermi level with distinct
origins of symmetry breaking and the resulting gap opening.
X = Mn3+ 3d 4 . Within P321 symmetry a Dirac-point
Fermi surface results [Fig. 2(a)] from the half-filled eg,↑
3
1
band of the high-spin Mn ion (t2g,↑
eg,↑
). Releasing structural
symmetry restrictions leads to a Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion
with an elongation of the apical Mn-O bond lengths to 2.07–
2.11 Å and variation of the basal distances between 1.89 and
1.98 Å, associated with alternating d3y 2 −r 2 , d3x 2 −r 2 occupation
on the A and B sublattices [Fig. 2(e)]. This symmetry breaking
opens a gap of 0.8 eV and also lifts the quadratic band touching
degeneracy at . The Jahn-Teller distortion is also present in
the AFM order [Fig. 2(i)], which is 88 meV/u.c. higher in
energy.
X = Fe3+ 3d 5 . The ground state of the LaFeO3 bilayer is
a high-spin (HS) AFM band insulator with nearly spherically
symmetric charge and spin density on the Fe site, characteristic
of a half-filled 3d band [S = 52 , cf. Fig 2(d)]. For comparison,
bulk LaFeO3 is a G-type AFM with orthorhombic P nma
structure. The metastable FM configuration [Fig. 2(l)] displays
the previously discussed set of four bands, albeit now these are
fully occupied for the majority spin channel.
X = Co3+ 3d 6 . The LaCoO3 bilayer exhibits an abundant
phase diagram with respect to spin degrees of freedom. We
6
) ground
note that bulk LaCoO3 has a low-spin (LS) (t2g
state, but becomes ferromagnetic, e.g., as a strained film
[25]. Constraining symmetry to P321 renders another case
where the Fermi level is pinned at the Dirac point [Fig. 2(b)]
5
, eg1 ).
with Co being in the intermediate-spin (IS) state (t2g
Orbital ordering of the eg electron and t2g hole leads to a
FM insulator (0.21 eV lower in energy) with a Co moment of
1.97μB [Fig. 2(f)]. A further metastable state, only 19 meV less
favorable, exhibits a new type of spin-state symmetry breaking
where the two Co sublattices assume IS and LS states with very
flat bands accompanied by a dx 2 −y 2 orbital occupation on the
IS Co sublattice [Fig. 2(j)].
X = Ni3+ 3d 7 . While bulk LaNiO3 is a R 3̄c correlated
metal [22], a Dirac-point Fermi surface is obtained for the
LaNiO3 bilayer [8,9,13] within P321 symmetry [cf. Fig. 2(c)].
Relaxation induces disproportionation at the Ni sites, expressed in different magnetic moments of 1.30μB and 1.08μB ,
and opens a gap at the Fermi level [cf. Fig. 2(g)] [13]. AFM
coupling of the two bilayers results in flat bands [Fig. 2(k)],
defining a band gap of ∼1 eV with orbital polarization at the
Ni sites, as recently observed in a NdNiO3 bilayer [26]. This
illustrates how antiferromagnetic order provides decoupling
of the two trigonal bilayers and enables orbital polarization
analogous to the La2 NiAlO6 double perovskite where the
single triangular Ni layers are separated by Al layers [13].
2
S=1 ion at half filling of
X = Cu3+ 3d 8 yields an eg,↑
the eg bands, where the occupied (majority) and unoccupied
(minority) sets of four bands are separated by a very low energy
spin-flip excitation gap [Fig. 2(h), see also [7]]. Although
Cu3+ is uncommon (bulk LaCuO3 is metallic and must be
synthesized under pressure [27]), it might be stabilized by
nonequilibrium epitaxial synthesis.
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FIG. 3. Effect of SOC on (LaXO3 )2 /(LaAlO3 )4 (111) within
P321 symmetry: (a) band inversion and gap opening for X = Ti with
out-of-plane magnetization; (c) for X = Mn SOC with magnetization
along [100] opens a substantial gap of 0.2 eV and lifts the degeneracy
at ; (b) and (d) calculated AHC versus (rigid band) chemical
potential in units of (e2 / h) indicates quantization of AHC in both
cases. Small deviations from the integer value for X = Ti are likely
due to other trivial pockets around the Fermi level.

IV. SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING AND
TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTER

Spin-orbit coupling, recognized as important in 4d and
especially 5d materials, displays an unexpectedly strong effect
for X = Ti, Mn, and Co bilayers (for details on X = Co, see
Appendix A). We have found that the symmetry between the
two sublattices is crucial. For the Ti bilayer with eg orbital
polarization, SOC with out-of-plane magnetization leads to
a band inversion and gap opening [Fig. 3(a)]. A disparity
between K and K signals the loss of equivalence of the two
Ti ions, reflected in an unexpectedly large orbital moment
on only one of the ions: 0.11μB versus just 0.01μB on the
other. Calculation of the anomalous Hall conductivity (AHC)
[28–30] indicates integer Chern values [Fig. 3(b)].
Without SOC, P 321 symmetry protects the Dirac-point
degeneracy of the Mn-bilayer [Fig. 2(a)]. SOC with in-plane
magnetization preserves the symmetry connecting the Mn sites
(and K, K equivalence) but gaps the Dirac point as well as
the quadratic band touching at  [Fig. 3(c)]. The calculated
AHC [28–30], in Fig. 3(d), reveals (LaMnO3 )2 with P321
symmetry to be a C = −1 Chern insulator with an impressive
gap size of ∼200 meV. Analysis of the effect of Hubbard U
shows that the SOC-induced gap opening is interaction driven
and appears beyond a critical strength U = 3 eV and J =
0.7 eV (for more details see Appendix B). Such an interactiondriven enhancement of SOC was recently proposed in Ir-based
pyrochlore oxides [31].
As the ground state of the Mn bilayer is a trivial Mott
insulator, we have explored the topological transition from
the Chern to the trivial Mott insulator by studying several
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FIG. 4. Transition between the Chern insulating phase within
P321 symmetry and the Mott insulating ground state in
(LaXO3 )2 /(LaAlO3 )4 (111). The band structures (a)–(c) show that
a crossover of the gap sizes at K and M occurs already for the first
geometry along the path (GEO1) which is metallic with a crossing
along K-M. (d) evolution of band gap at K and M as a function of JT
distortion expressed in the maximum deviation of the Mn-O distance
from the average distance in the MnO6 octahedron. The shaded area
denotes the supposed metallic region.

geometries along the distortion path. Figure 4(d) displays
the evolution of band gaps at the K and M points as the
JT distortion of the MnO6 octahedron proceeds. The gap
closing at K and the topological transition occurs for a
small but nonzero distortion. The band structure for the first
geometry along the distortion path (GEO1), shown in Fig. 4(a),
displays overlapping bands between K and M, due to inversion
of eigenvalues at K. The AHC is already quenched. The
distortion is accompanied by a crossover of the minimum
gap from K (for P321, Chern insulator) to M point (trivial
JT phase). In the subsequent geometries along the path the
gaps increase monotonically: the gap closing has enabled
band disentanglement, after which relaxation and gap opening
proceeds rapidly.
In order to maintain the Chern insulating phase, either the
SOC strength must be increased or the Jahn-Teller distortion
amplitude decreased. Both directions suggest replacement
of the 3d ion with a 4d or 5d ion, or alternatively, the
exploration of strain, applied bias, or substitution of the band
insulator LaAlO3 by another material as perspectives for
further research.
The control of matter away from equilibrium including access to metastable states is one of the current grand challenges
in condensed-matter science [32]. An appealing path to achieve
the metastable QAH insulator state may involve selective
excitation of phonon modes, as recently demonstrated for (001)
nickelate superlattices where a metal-to-insulator transition is
induced through femtosecond midinfrared radiation [33].

Our mapping of the variety of states across the 3d series
of perovskite-derived oxide honeycomb lattices reveals the
prominent role of band filling, SOC strength, structural
distortion (orbital ordering), and interaction strength, evidently
with complex interplay between them. Conservation of the
symmetry between the two sublattices is crucial and enables
Chern insulator phases with gaps up to a few hundred
meV, large enough to enable room temperature study and
applications if this state can be stabilized (several paths
towards the realization were outlined above). Even beyond the
topological aspects, the phase diagram exhibits a variety of
unanticipated ground states, arising from assorted symmetrybreaking forces and leading to orbital and spin states that are
not accessible in the bulk or (001) oriented superlattices. The
simultaneous time-reversal and inversion symmetry breaking
implies multiferroic behavior, a finite dipole seems likely in
particular in cases of disproportionation of the two sublattices
as, e.g., in LaNiO3 or the polar (STO)2 /LAO(111) [11] system.
Thus the LaXO3 (111) bilayers with X = 3d represent a
rich playground for tailoring two-dimensional functionality in
oxide materials. Recent success in the growth of (111)-oriented
nickelate [26,34] and nickelate/manganate [35] perovskite
surperlattices is promising that the proposed systems can be
experimentally realized in the near future.
Note added in proof. A recent study by Weng et al. [36]
reports overall similar behavior for (LaMnO3 )2 /LaScO3 (111).
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APPENDIX A: INFLUENCE OF SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING
ON THE ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF
(LaCoO3 )2 /(LaAlO3 )4 (111) SUPERLATTICES

In Fig. 5 we show the effect of SOC with magnetization
along the [001] direction on the band structure of the LaCoO3

X=Co, SOC 001

Energy (eV)

Energy (eV)

2
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‚

‚

FIG. 5. Influence of SOC with magnetization axis along [001]
on the band structure of (LaCoO3 )2 (LaAlO3 )4 (111) within P321
symmetry. Note the gap opening at K and the lifting of degeneracy
at .
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FIG. 6. Band structure (top row) and corresponding anomalous Hall conductivity in units of quantum conductance (e2 / h) (bottom row) of
(LaMnO3 )2 /(LaAlO3 )4 as a function of Hubbard U in P321 symmetry. Note that the band gap at K opens above U = 3 eV, J = 0.7 eV.

In the following we investigate the influence of U on
the band structure and anomalous Hall conductivity for the
high symmetry phase P321 of (LaMnO3 )2 /(LaAlO3 )4 (111).

The band structures calculated within GGA+U +SOC with
magnetization axis along the [100] crystallographic direction
for U = 2–5 eV and J = 0.7 eV and the corresponding
anomalous Hall conductivity are presented in Fig. 6.
We find that for smaller values, e.g., U = 2 eV, J = 0.7 eV,
the gap at K is closed but opens and increases gradually with
increasing U . Concerning the anomalous Hall conductivity,
for U = 2 eV AHC is nearly quenched. The main features of
AHC indicating the Chern insulating state emerge for U = 3
and beyond. This emphasizes that the Chern insulating state is
interaction driven: only the combination of spin-orbit coupling
and strong Coulomb repulsion is able to open a gap at K and
K points. We note that a U value of 4.5 eV was obtained
for bulk LaMnO3 [38] using the linear response approach of
Cococcioni and de Gironcoli [39], which is very close to the
value we have used for the LaMnO3 bilayer (U = 5.0 eV and
J = 0.7 eV) and justifies our choice. Determination of the U
values for the 3d oxide bilayers would be an useful aspect of
future studies.
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